Because many different sensory modalities contribute to spatial learning in rodents, it has been difficult to determine whether spatial navigation can be guided solely by visual cues. Rodents moving within physical environments with visual cues engage a variety of nonvisual sensory systems that cannot be easily inhibited without lesioning brain areas. Virtual reality offers a unique approach to ask whether visual landmark cues alone are sufficient to improve performance in a spatial task. We found that mice could learn to navigate between two water reward locations along a virtual bidirectional linear track using a spherical treadmill. Mice exposed to a virtual environment with vivid visual cues rendered on a single monitor increased their performance over a 3-d training regimen. Training significantly increased the percentage of time avatars controlled by the mice spent near reward locations in probe trials without water rewards. Neither improvement during training or spatial learning for reward locations occurred with mice operating a virtual environment without vivid landmarks or with mice deprived of all visual feedback. Mice operating the vivid environment developed stereotyped avatar turning behaviors when alternating between reward zones that were positively correlated with their performance on the probe trial. These results suggest that mice are able to learn to navigate to specific locations using only visual cues presented within a virtual environment rendered on a single computer monitor.
Because many different sensory modalities contribute to spatial learning in rodents, it has been difficult to determine whether spatial navigation can be guided solely by visual cues. Rodents moving within physical environments with visual cues engage a variety of nonvisual sensory systems that cannot be easily inhibited without lesioning brain areas. Virtual reality offers a unique approach to ask whether visual landmark cues alone are sufficient to improve performance in a spatial task. We found that mice could learn to navigate between two water reward locations along a virtual bidirectional linear track using a spherical treadmill. Mice exposed to a virtual environment with vivid visual cues rendered on a single monitor increased their performance over a 3-d training regimen. Training significantly increased the percentage of time avatars controlled by the mice spent near reward locations in probe trials without water rewards. Neither improvement during training or spatial learning for reward locations occurred with mice operating a virtual environment without vivid landmarks or with mice deprived of all visual feedback. Mice operating the vivid environment developed stereotyped avatar turning behaviors when alternating between reward zones that were positively correlated with their performance on the probe trial. These results suggest that mice are able to learn to navigate to specific locations using only visual cues presented within a virtual environment rendered on a single computer monitor.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Spatial memory has been long appreciated as a fundamental aspect of rodent behavior and plays an especially critical role in navigation (Morris 1981) . While spatial learning has been studied extensively (Tanila et al. 1997; Knierim et al. 1998) , it remains unclear how rodents utilize different types of sensory stimuli during spatial navigation and learning. Many studies have linked visual cues in the environment to spatial learning (Morris 1981; Brown et al. 2002; Janus 2004) , suggesting that spatial memories can be formed using only visual information. However, visual cues can have multiple, and contradictory, effects on spatial learning. Many classic studies have emphasized the role of distant visual cues (Morris 1981) . Other studies have demonstrated behavioral paradigms, where spatial memories are formed using local beacon landmarks associated with reward locations (Brown et al. 2002; Janus 2004) . Surprisingly, the presence of local visual landmark cues during training can inhibit navigation ability in some paradigms (Roberts and Pearce 1999) .
Spatial learning is an important process for foraging rodents, and rodents can use multiple strategies to accomplish this behavior (McDonald and White 1994) . In intact rodents traveling in physical environments, self-motion generates cues that are relevant to path integration, one known mechanism of spatial navigation (for review, see Etienne and Jeffery 2004) . One of these cues is head direction, which is modulated by vestibular input to headdirection cells in the anterior thalamus (Knierim et al. 1995) . Lesioning the vestibular system interferes with the head-direction system and impairs spatial learning (Zheng et al. 2009; Baek et al. 2010) . However, lesions of the vestibular system may have indirect effects that affect spatial function. Since no previous study has prevented horizontal vestibular activation without vestibular end organ lesions, it is not known whether the spatial memory impairment associated with these lesions reflects a crucial role for active, on-going vestibular input or indirect effects of the lesions. Although brain lesions have been useful in defining the requirements for different brain areas in spatial tasks (McDonald and White 1994) , this approach by itself cannot address the fundamental question of whether intact animals must integrate salient input from different sensory modalities to form new spatial memories. Eliminating visual input from spatial learning paradigms is straightforward and Save and Moghaddam (1996) demonstrated that rats can navigate through a Morris water maze in the dark. However, removing all salient nonvisual input has not been feasible in nonlesioned rodents moving through physical environments. Because of these complications, it has been technically difficult to demonstrate that rodents can use only visual input to learn the spatial relationships within an environment.
One approach to address this question is to ask whether rodents can form spatial memories without moving through different physical locations. In the present study, head-fixed mice used visual stimuli presented in a virtual reality (VR) system to direct spatial navigation in the absence of relevant self-motion cues and horizontal head-motion cues. Virtual reality offers unique advantages for studying spatial navigation and can directly test whether visual cues alone are sufficient to drive learning in the absence of the appropriate nonvisual sensory input normally generated by movement through a physical environment. Recent studies used VR to demonstrate that both head-fixed mice (Harvey et al. 2009; Dombeck et al. 2010 ) and humans (Ekstrom et al. 2003) can develop place fields while navigating through virtual environments. Place cell activity, however, develops rapidly after rodents are exposed to novel environments (Wilson and McNaughton 1993) and remains highly plastic during training (e.g., place fields can be remapped following changes in the environment) (Lever et al. 2002) . Place cell activity, therefore, cannot be directly used as a proxy for spatial learning, which develops over repeated training sessions when tested in conventional Morris water mazes (for review, see Morris 1984) . It remains unknown whether head-fixed rodents can navigate in a virtual environment without spatial cues provided by water rewards in fixed positions. In the present study, we trained head-fixed mice to operate virtual environments by running on a levitated spherical treadmill (Fig. 1) , and used behavioral tests to determine whether head-fixed mice can learn to navigate to specific locations within a VR environment. We find that visual cues are critical for mice to improve their performance in navigating between water reward locations on a linear virtual track and for improving their performance in probe trials without active rewards. These results represent the first direct demonstration of spatial learning in headfixed rodents, and suggest that visual landmark cues alone can guide spatial memory formation.
Results
We first tested whether virtual reality training improved performance on the alternating spatial reward location task. Figure 2A illustrates the avatar position along a bidirectional virtual track during three bidirectional training sessions (sessions 3, 5, and 7) for one mouse. In the first bidirectional training session shown, mice spent a minority of the session moving the avatar between reward locations and tended to keep the avatar near the ends of the track. Performance increased dramatically on the second day with multiple epochs, in which mice ran from one reward location to the other without contacting either end wall (e.g., middle plot in Fig. 2A,B ; Supplemental Movie). This performance improvement was maintained on Day 3, and intervals between rewards became more regular (reward interval CV ¼ 0.97 + 0.09 on Day 1 vs. 0.80 + 0.06 on Day 3; P , 0.05, paired t-test; n ¼ 10 animals).
In mice tested with the vivid track, the average distance traveled between rewards decreased in seven of 10 mice tested (Fig.  3A) . The overall mean distance traveled between rewards decreased significantly with training to 69.8 + 5.7% of mean distance on Day 1 of training on Day 2 (P , 0.05; n ¼ 10; paired t-test) and to 70.8 + 5.0% on Day 3 (P , 0.01; n ¼ 10) (Fig. 3B) . Track training also significantly increased both the frequency of midzone crossings (P , 0.01 improvement over Day 1 on Day 2, P , 0.02 on Day 3; paired t-test) (Fig. 3C ) and the reward frequency (P , 0.01 on Day 2, P , 0.02 on Day 3; paired t-test) (Fig. 3D ). Mice exposed to bland VR environments without vivid landmark cues did not reduce the mean distance traveled between rewards ( Fig. 3B ) and failed to increase their performance, measured by midzone crossing frequency (gray symbols in Fig. 3C ) (P . 0.05; paired t-test; n ¼ 6) and reward frequency ( Fig. 3D ) (P . 0.05). Similarly, mice operating with the VR engine without visual feedback ("monitor off" controls; black symbols in Fig. 3C ) failed to improve their performance on all three metrics (all P . 0.05; paired t-test; n ¼ 6). Mice operating the same VR system without any visual feedback (LCD monitor not powered) performed worse than either vivid or bland track group (mean distance between rewards on Day 3 ¼ 16.3 + 3.7 m with monitor not powered; n ¼ 6).
These results suggest that mice can learn to operate VR engines that render three-dimensional environments, and that vivid landmark cues are critical for this behavior. We next asked whether visual cues are sufficient for navigation by conducting probe trials without rewards. As illustrated in the example position plots from one animal operating a vivid VR environment (Fig. 4A) , training sessions dramatically improve their ability to alternate between reward zone locations in the absence of active water rewards. As with the training sessions, vivid landmark cues were necessary for improving performance in probe trials, and mice operating bland tracks showed little change in their performance over the two probe trials (Fig. 4B) . Training significantly increased avatar mean velocity on probe trials in both vivid and bland tracks ( Fig. 4C ; vivid track P , 0.005, n ¼ 10; bland track P , 0.02, n ¼ 6; paired t-test). However, only mice operating vivid virtual tracks increased their frequency of midzone crossings in probe trials ( Fig.  4D ) (P , 0.001) and the number of virtual rewards received (reward frequency had the water solenoid not been disabled; P , 0.01). Neither performance metric (midzone crossings and virtual reward frequency) was significantly different between probe trials for mice operating bland virtual tracks (P . 0.05; paired t-test).
We measured the time the avatar spent in different track zones (see Fig. 5A ) in probe trials before and after training. The avatar "dwell time" was selectively increased in track zones centered on reward zones (Fig. 5B) (P , 0.02; paired t-test), while the percentages of time spent in the middle of the track and in zones beyond the reward zone were not affected by training (P . 0.05). Mice operating bland virtual tracks without vivid landmarks did not increase the percentage of time the avatar spent in the previously rewarded zones (P . 0.05) (Fig. 5C ).
Head-fixed mice developed stereotyped methods of reversing avatar direction between reward locations during training. By Day 3 of the training period, mice reversed avatar direction without always contacting the end of the track. Figure 6A 1 shows the average of all Day 3 trajectories for 10 mice aligned by reward times. We analyzed the change in avatar view angle in a 30-sec window before the avatar reached the reward zone. In these reverse correlation plots of view angle ( Fig. 6A 2 ), mice tested on each training day had clear peaks 15 sec before reaching the reward zone. The peak of the average reward-triggered view angle change increased with training, and the mean turning response was significantly increased on Day 3 (Fig. 6B) (P , 0.02), suggesting that mice made increasingly larger anticipatory motions using the spherical treadmill with training. It is unlikely that mice improved by learning to turn following a constant delay from the last reward, since reverse correlation plots aligned to the actual reward time plus the mean interval between rewards did not show obvious peaks associated with turning (gray plot in Fig. 6A 2 ,B). Contacting the walls at the ends of the virtual track did not appear to impact performance, as there was no correlation between the percentage of time spent against the end walls and view-angle peak amplitude (R 2 ¼ 20.003; P . 0.05). Instead, training appeared to improve the coordination of their movements on the spherical treadmill when visual landmark cues were present in the vivid track.
Finally, we asked whether turning behavior during training sessions predicted performance on the spatial task when water rewards were disabled. Figure 6C illustrates the correlation between peak view angle modulation on training Day 3 and performance on the second probe trial. These two measures were strongly correlated (R 2 ¼ 0.60; P , 0.02) with animals that made the most stereotyped turns (largest average view angle change) between reward locations, displaying better spatial learning as measured by the frequency of virtual rewards in the second probe trial. While the increased stereotypy we observe may reflect the development of more efficient turning behaviors with learning, mice also displayed other behaviors during probe trials, including sitting and circling, which also contribute to dwell time measurements. We found no statistically significant reduction in probe trial performance between the five mice whose avatars frequently contacted the track end walls, which presumably disrupts navigation strategies based on dead reckoning, and the five mice whose avatars spent less time in contact with the end walls (P . 0.05). Coordination between treadmill and avatar motion, essential for navigation based on conventional path integration, was disrupted within 6.93 + 3.2 sec (n ¼ 10) in the final probe trial (5-min duration) after the avatar contacted a wall within the virtual hallway in the vivid track. These results suggest that rodents can navigate between specific locations in virtual environments using solely visual landmark cues.
Discussion
In this study we demonstrate spatial navigation in head-fixed mice operating a spherical treadmill connected to a VR system. Mice used visual landmark cues to improve their performance in moving an avatar between two water reward locations on a virtual track; control mice operating a bland track lacking landmark cues failed to increase reward frequency during training, as did mice that received no visual feedback. Training with visual landmark cues also improved navigation ability assayed with position-based metrics (virtual reward frequency and frequency of midzone crossings) and by selective increases in the percentage of time spent near the reward zone. The selective increase we find in the dwell time within the previously rewarded zones during probe trials in VR environments is reminiscent of the increase in time spent in the tank quadrant that contained the platform in probe trials in the classic Morris water maze test following spatial learning (Morris 1981) . Together, these results demonstrate that head-fixed mice can learn to navigate between spatial locations within a VR environment using only visual cues. While our results are consistent with previous studies that manipulated the visual environment surrounding freely moving rodents (Tanila et al. 1997; Knierim et al. 1998) , to our knowledge, no previous study demonstrated spatial navigation when only a single sensory modality conveys reliable information (vision in our study) in nonlesioned rodents. Multiple sensory systems are typically engaged by mobile rodents (e.g., vestibular, olfactory, proprioceptive, somatosensory), all of which can contribute to internal spatial maps. Indeed, Smith et al. (2010) suggested that vestibular input plays a central role in spatial learning-a sensory input that is temporarily blocked while mice are head-fixed. Damage to the vestibular end organs impairs spatial learning abilities in rodents (Baek et al. 2010 ) and humans (Brandt et al. 2005) . Interpretation of these studies is potentially complicated by indirect effects following vestibular damage, including atrophy of other, nonvestibular brain regions (Brandt et al. 2005) . Because of the complications in interpreting vestibular lesion studies, it remains difficult to determine whether visually guided spatial learning requires normal vestibular input.
This virtual reality system is uniquely able to isolate the contribution of visual information to navigation, since vestibular input related to head direction is eliminated, and repeated contact with walls within the virtual environment would be expected to rapidly disrupt navigation strategies based on dead reckoning. Similarly, neither somatosensory nor olfactory cues associated with the spherical treadmill have a consistent relationship to reward locations within the virtual environment, aside from the water reward. Previous work addressed multisensory modality integration during spatial navigation by presenting conflicting sensory cues, and found that rodents can improve task performance by prioritizing one sensory modality (Knierim et al. 1998 ). Our results are consistent with these findings, since nonvisual input is either distorted or eliminated in head-fixed mice operating within a VR environment.
While other studies have used neurophysiological recordings to demonstrate place field activity in rodents (Harvey et al. 2009 ) and humans (Ekstrom et al. 2003 ) operating within VR environments, none of these studies assayed spatial ability directly using behavioral tests. Several lines of evidence demonstrate that development of place cell activity does not necessarily imply that spatial learning has occurred. First, the time course of place field development and spatial memory are different. Spatially selective firing patterns in hippocampal units develop rapidly upon entering a new environment (Frank et al. 2004) , and also change rapidly when specific visual cues are changed, with plasticity occurring within minutes (Knierim et al. 1995) . Even a single pass through a novel environment (a newly open arm on a radial maze) can create new, stable place fields (Frank et al. 2004 ). However, that single exposure presumably does not result in new long-term spatial memories, since rodents continue to treat the new arm as novel upon subsequent testing. In contrast, demonstrable spatial memory develops over repeated exposures to an environment and is typically assayed over time periods of hours to days (e.g., Blum et al. 1999 ; for review, see Morris 1984) . Second, place cell function and spatial learning can be dissociated experimentally. Blockade of NMDA receptors prevents formation of new spatial memories without preventing the formation of new place fields (Ungerer et al. 1991; Kentros et al. 1998) . Chemical lesions of the dentate gyrus also block spatial learning without preventing spatially selective hippocampal unit firing patterns (McNaughton et al. 1989 ). Third, the interpretation of spatially selective firing patterns is complicated by the polysensory nature of hippocampal neurons. Nonvisual stimuli, for example, often can activate "spatially selective" hippocampal units, regardless of the physical location of the animal Save et al. 2000 ) (for review, see Eichenbaum et al. 1999) . Specific tests are required to determine whether place-specific firing behaviors actually reflect Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on November 2, 2017 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from internal spatial maps or, instead, reflect sensory cues associated with specific locations. When this analysis is performed, often only a minority of hippocampal units have place fields that are solely spatially selective and do not also respond to sensory input associated with that location (Ekstrom et al. 2003) . Spatially selective firing patterns also typically do not imply an absence of responses outside of the preferred place field. Rather, place cell activity reflects a bias toward stronger responses in one spatial region compared with other regions.
Our results also demonstrate a strong correlation between motor stereotypy (consistent modulation of avatar view angle during turning) (Fig. 6A,B ) and performance on a spatial navigation test. This analysis was feasible because rewards were located near the middle third of the track, compared with related VR studies with rewards located near track boundaries (Harvey et al. 2009; Dombeck et al. 2010 ). This type of correlation has been observed in previous spatial memory studies in freely moving pigeons (Schwartz 1982) , though another report (Janis et al. 1994) found that behavioral stereotypy was negatively correlated with spatial learning in rodents. The behavioral task used in our experiments almost certainly involves visuo-motor coordination to operate the spherical treadmill to control avatar movement, which could account for the increasingly stereotyped motor behaviors we find during the final stage of training (Olton 1979) . In principle, the increased stereotypy may reflect a switch from navigation strategies based on spatial memory to serial motor strategies as the mice become familiar with the environment (Stamps 1995) . Future studies will be required to determine whether the learning we demonstrate reflects primarily improved visuo-motor coordination or the formation of new spatial memories, and which behaviors contribute to the dwell time changes following training.
While our study used VR to control the salience of different types of sensory input, we did not address how the experimental animals made use of the visual information presented to perform the spatial task. It is possible that mice interpret the optic flow patterns with appropriate perspective rendered by the VR system as a three-dimensional environment. However, our study cannot eliminate the possibility that mice learn to navigate through the track simply by recognizing the consistent relationship between landmark renderings and reward locations. A significant body of research has dissociated between cue-guided spatial navigation and navigation guided by recall of spatial memory, and has provided evidence for parallel spatial processing within different brain structures, as well as within the hippocampus (Morris 1981; McDonald and White 1994; Gothard et al. 1996) . Previous work has suggested that rodents prefer to rely on visual cues over nonvisual cues when possible or when other systems are providing less-reliable information, as is seen in the reliance on visual landmarks in vestibular-lesioned rats (Stackman and Herbert 2002) . In the Morris water maze, spatial memory is classically tested in probe trials with identical conditions to training but without the goal, the escape platform. In our study, we removed the goal, the water reward, and found the mice continued to navigate the avatar to the virtual locations where the goal had been. Our results are consistent with both the development of spatial memories for reward locations during training and improved cue-guided navigation abilities. Future studies in which the normal perspectivedriven VR rendering is distorted will be necessary to dissect the most salient visual cues for spatial navigation. The large difference in performance that we found between animals operating the vivid and bland VR environments indicates only that visual cues are necessary for spatial navigation in this task.
We believe this study represents the first demonstration of spatial learning in head-fixed rodents operating in a virtual environment. Hölscher et al. (2005) demonstrated spatial navigation in VR in rats suspended with a halter over a spherical treadmill surrounded by a toroidal projection screen. Since the halter only restricted movement of experimental animals to a region near the apex of the spherical treadmill, this study could not distinguish the relative importance of visual and vestibular input in promoting spatial navigation. In contrast, vestibular input was eliminated in both our study and in the recent studies from Tank and colleagues (Harvey et al. 2009; Dombeck et al. 2010 ) by headfixation. The observation that place fields can be recorded in hippocampal neurons using electrophysiological (Harvey et al. 2009 ) and imaging (Dombeck et al. 2010 ) methods is consistent with the hypothesis that head-fixed rodents can form spatial memories in virtual environments, though neither study tested spatial memory directly. The findings in virtual environments are consistent with those of real world environments in which place cell firing has been found to be influenced by the direction of motion, idiothetic input, and external sensory cues (Gothard et al. 1996; Redish et al. 2000) . Place fields recorded in linear hallway tasks appear to respond more strongly to path integrative information than to external sensory information, although the fields were found to shift toward a dependence on external sensory cues if they were more reliable (Gothard et al. 1996) . In our study, only visual cues and somatosensory self-motion information were available for navigation, and the walls within the virtual environment rapidly disrupt path integration strategies. Therefore, path integration is unlikely to guide spatial behavior in our task, suggesting that navigation through the virtual hallway relies on visual cues alone. The ability to promote spatial learning using only salient visual cues should facilitate future work aimed at defining the cellular changes associated with spatial memory. This experiment is not easily tractable in freely moving rodents since, most likely, neural substrates of spatial learning are polysensory brain regions, where it is difficult to associate the relevant sensory inputs with plasticity-related cellular modifications. Our results suggest that by using VR with head-fixed rodents, it may be possible to link neural responses to specific visual stimuli with cellular changes associated with learning.
Materials and Methods

Surgical procedures
Wild-type BL6 mice 6 -8 wk old (n ¼ 22; 16 male and six female; Harlan Laboratories) were trained to run to water-reward locations on a virtual track. All surgical and training procedures were approved by the CWRU IACUC Committee. Mice initially underwent a surgical procedure (ketamine 100 mg/kg, xylazine 10 mg/ kg i.p. anesthesia) 3 d before training to mount a titanium small plate (9 × 25 mm) with two bolt holes to the dorsal surface of the skull used to fix head position using Metabond (Parkell) adhesive. Two days following the head plate surgery, mice were water restricted and maintained at 85% of their presurgery body weight throughout the study. Two mice were eliminated from the study when their head plates detached or because of illness.
Apparatus
Mice were positioned near the apex of a levitated 20.3-cm-diameter Styrofoam spherical treadmill ( Fig. 1A ; similar to Harvey et al. 2009 ) using two 4 -40 metal bolts that connected the head plate to an air table (RS2000, Newport) via stainless-steel posts. A 16-gauge sip tube (FNC-16-3; Kent Scientific) was positioned 2 -4 mm in front of the mouse to deliver 10-mL water rewards. Mice could run on the treadmill to operate the VR system described below (Fig. 1A) . Mice could also sit, groom, and grasp the sip tube while the treadmill was levitated. All experiments were conducted within a blackout box with the LCD monitor that rendered the VR output as the only source of illumination.
Training protocol
Mice were trained to run through a virtual hallway in three phases. In the initial phase (four sessions, 30 min each, two sessions per day) (Fig. 1B) , mice were conditioned to the apparatus without visual feedback by providing water rewards in proportion to the backward velocity of the treadmill (rewards became more frequent as the mouse walked forward more rapidly). Following the four conditioning sessions, mice were trained to run through a virtual hallway in a unidirectional task (six sessions, 30 min each, two sessions per day, see below for details) with visual feedback generated by the VR system. The VR avatar was teleported back to the track origin after each water reward. In the final phase, mice were trained to run back and forth between two water rewards located in a virtual hallway. Mice were assisted with turns following water rewards in the first 30-min bidirectional training session, as in the Harvey et al. (2009) study. Mice were unassisted in the remaining seven bidirectional sessions (each 30 min, two sessions per day). The present study is based on the results acquired during the final six bidirectional sessions and in probe trials (5 min each) without water rewards, conducted immediately before and after the bidirectional training phase.
Behavioral tasks
We used standard Unity built-in functions and short macros to construct virtual 6.4-m unidimensional hallway tracks. A simple unidirectional track was used for the second phase of training with a single reward trigger located at 2.1 m from the track origin. In most experiments (those with "vivid" tracks), hallway floors and walls were decorated with varying patterns; reward zones were denoted with green floors and blue patterned walls. We also constructed two towers, which stood next to the track near reward locations (see Supplemental Video). Mice have dichromatic vision with peak cone sensitivities near green and UV wavelengths (Jacobs et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2011) . While the reward floor area color is detected well by mid-wavelength opsins (Applebury et al. 2000) , we did not directly test whether mice could distinguish among the other colors rendered. Mice (n ¼ 20) were trained to run through virtual unidirectional hallways by initially placing the VR avatar at the track origin and delivering 10-mL water rewards when the avatar reached the trigger zone. The VR avatar was then teleported back to the track origin and the task repeated (30-min sessions, two sessions per day). Avatar view angle modulation sensitivity (used to turn right and left) was initially zero, and then was increased during each unidirectional track training session until it reached the magnitude used in bidirectional tracks. Mice were divided randomly in three groups. One group (n ¼ 10) operated the vivid visual cues in both unidirectional and bidirectional tracks. A second group (n ¼ 6) operated a "bland" track with no hallway decorations or towers near the reward zone. The geometry and reward locations in "vivid" and "bland" tracks were identical. A final group (n ¼ 6) operated the VR system without any visual feedback (LCD monitor was not powered) during unidirectional and bidirectional phases.
In the final track configuration ("bidirectional"; eight sessions of 30-min each), mice were placed in a virtual hallway with two water-reward locations (at 2.1 and 4.2 m); mice only received water rewards when the avatar alternated between both reward sites. By placing reward zones away from the track ends, we were able to assess the development of their ability to reverse the avatar direction by rotating the treadmill along its equator to modulate view angle. We used two variants of the same bidirectional track: a "vivid" track that had hallway and reward zone decorations similar to those presented in the unidirectional track, and a "bland" bidirectional track that lacked visual landmarks. Avatars were not teleported in the bidirectional task. Instead, the avatar was placed at the track origin at the beginning of each session, and only moved in response to treadmill motion.
Development of spatial navigation skill was tested in probe trials (5-min duration) conducted immediately before and after the eight-session bidirectional training block. The same track configuration ("vivid" or "bland") the mice experienced during bidirectional training was used during both probe trials. Water rewards were disabled in probe trials to assess the relative contributions of visual cues and active rewards to spatial navigation ability.
Virtual reality system
Rotations along two axes of the treadmill were detected using an optical mouse (MX518, Logitech) positioned next to the treadmill and connected to a Windows netbook computer (Eee1005HA, Asus). In the initial phase of training ("instrument conditioning") (Fig. 1B) , a custom Visual Basic.NET (VB.NET, Microsoft) program activated a solenoid valve to deliver 10-mL water rewards when forward rotational velocity exceeded a threshold that was increased with each session.
In the second ("unidirectional track") and third ("bidirectional track") phases of training, mice were exposed to a continuous VR display generated in real time by the Unity video game engine (version 2.6.1; Unity Technologies) running on a second Windows computer. Unity output was rendered on a single widescreen LCD display (2433BW, Samsung) positioned 30 cm in front of the mouse. A second custom netbook VB.NET program converted treadmill rotational velocities into analog 0 -5 V signals using a USB multifunction device (U3, Labjack). These analog voltages were applied to a U-HID-Nano input device (Ultimarc) connected to the VR computer that emulated a USB gaming joystick. This system enabled mice to operate the video game engine (controlling both forward/backward movement and avatar view angle) without requiring any modifications to the Unity program. A third VB.NET program operated the solenoid valve that controlled water rewards and was called by a Unity script when the mouse Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on November 2, 2017 -Published by learnmem.cshlp.org Downloaded from entered a reward trigger zone. Treadmill rotations generated by head-fixed mice running straight moved the VR avatar forward ( Fig. 1A 2 ) ; rotation along the treadmill equator modulated view angle. Mice could reverse direction on the bidirectional track by modulating the avatar view angle to turn left or right. Avatar motion stopped if the input vector generated by the mouse-operated treadmill was perpendicular to the hallway wall contacted. Contact with hallway walls at oblique angles only blocked one component of the input motion vector.
Statistical analysis
Avatar position, view angle, and reward status was logged during each video frame update (every 10-30 msec). To simplify data analysis, results from the last six bidirectional training sessions were combined into three groups: Day 1 (bidirectional sessions 3 and 4), Day 2 (sessions 5 and 6), and Day 3 (sessions 7 and 8).
(We began our analysis with session 3 since mice were prompted to turn by the experimenter during the initial phase of bidirectional training; all results analyzed in Days 1-3 were from unassisted sessions.) Reward-time averages were computed from interpolated (10-msec intervals) avatar view angles to compensate for variable frame rendering rates. Reward-triggered averages of view angle were smoothed using a moving Savitzky-Golay filter (310-msec duration, 3rd order). Avatar turning responses (Fig.  6A 2 ) were calculated by averaging the magnitude of view angle deviation from either 90 or 270 degrees, depending on the next active reward zone. Data analysis was performed in Matlab 2010b (Mathworks); Origin 8.1 (OriginLab) was used to conduct statistical tests. Results are presented as mean + SEM, and statistical significance was assessed using Student's t-test.
